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Abstract—While high accuracy is of paramount importance for
deep learning (DL) inference, serving inference requests on time
is equally critical but has not been carefully studied especially
when the request has to be served over a dynamic wireless
network at the edge. In this paper, we propose Jellyfish—a novel
edge DL inference serving system that achieves soft guarantees
on end-to-end inference latency often specified as a service-level
objective (SLO). To handle the network variability, Jellyfish
exploits both data and deep neural network (DNN) adaptation
to conduct tradeoffs between accuracy and latency. Jellyfish
features a new design that enables collective adaptation policies
where the decisions for data and DNN adaptations are aligned
and coordinated among multiple users with varying network
conditions. We propose efficient algorithms to dynamically adapt
DNNs and map users, so that we fulfill latency SLOs while
maximizing the overall inference accuracy. Our experiments
based on a prototype implementation and real-world WiFi and
LTE network traces show that Jellyfish can meet latency SLOs
at around the 99th percentile while maintaining high accuracy.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, modern applications such as augmented
reality, intelligent personal assistants, and autonomous driv-
ing [1]–[4] have proliferated. A considerable number of
these applications are based on deep learning (DL) inference,
e.g., analyzing continuous video streams to understand the
environment with pre-trained deep neural networks (DNNs) [5].
Employing sophisticated learning techniques [6], [7], these
DNNs typically demand intensive computations, making them
hard to deploy on mobile and IoT devices due to the limited
capability of these devices. Therefore, DL inference for mobile
and IoT applications is often offloaded to a more powerful
nearby computing platform such as edge servers equipped with
high-end accelerators like GPUs or TPUs [8].

Handling DL inference requests is generally referred to as
inference serving, where requests are scheduled to computing
resources (e.g., GPUs). Then, the corresponding DNN is
loaded on the computing resources to execute the request,
taking the data associated with the request as input. DL
inference serving has been extensively studied recently with
frameworks including Clipper [9], Nexus [10], Clockwork [11],
and INFaas [12]. The general goal is to achieve resource
efficiency and/or guarantee inference latency (e.g., serving
requests within 100ms [11]), as typically specified in the
service-level objective (SLO) of modern applications.

Despite the enormous efforts, virtually all existing DL
inference serving systems focus on the server part, leaving
out the network part when specifying the SLO. However,
inference requests with input data generated by mobile or
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Fig. 1: Collective DNN adaptation for timely edge DL inference serving.

IoT devices need to travel through a (wireless) network before
they arrive at the edge server. Such a network typically shows
high performance variability [13], [14], causing variable delays
in network transmission for inference requests. Hence, SLOs
for mobile and IoT applications should be specified end-to-end,
covering both the network and compute parts. Being agnostic
to the network time, edge DL inference serving systems risk
ending up with insufficient time to process the request (e.g.,
under poor network conditions), leading to SLO violations.
Therefore, considering network time and end-to-end SLOs
poses new challenges and calls for new designs for timely
edge DL inference serving for mobile and IoT applications.

In this paper, we propose Jellyfish—a novel framework for
timely inference serving at the edge, aiming to guarantee
the end-to-end SLO while achieving high inference accuracy.
Jellyfish relies on two adaptation strategies to achieve tradeoff
between accuracy and latency: data adaptation to adjust
the input data size and DNN adaptation to switch between
DNNs. Jellyfish features a new design that enables collective
adaptation policies. More specifically, Jellyfish aligns the data
and DNN adaptation decisions for each client and coordinates
the adaptation decisions among multiple clients by provisioning
a pool of DNNs with different latency-accuracy tradeoff profiles
to serve the requests from these clients collectively. One major
benefit of such a design is the potential of leveraging request
batching—a known technique for improving resource efficiency
in DL inference serving [9], [10]. The higher resource efficiency
in Jellyfish translates into more room for inference accuracy
improvements under latency constraints, but at the cost of more
complex scheduling decision-making that involves multiple
steps, as depicted in Fig. 1.

Jellyfish addresses the scheduling challenges with a set
of efficient algorithms. Particularly, given a collective DNN



adaptation decision (i.e., a selected set of DNN instances),
Jellyfish first solves the client-DNN mapping problem by
applying dynamic programming. The client-DNN mapping
algorithm also leverages batching to the maximum and outputs
the corresponding request batching decision for each DNN
instance. Upon system status changes, Jellyfish employs a
separate procedure to adapt (select) DNNs incrementally based
on simulated annealing [15]. In addition, Jellyfish adopts a
greedy DNN instance prefetching strategy to reduce DNN
adaptation overhead on the server. Finally, Jellyfish keeps
informing each client about the input size of the DNN to which
they are mapped, so that the client performs data adaptation
by sending inference requests with that particular data size.

In developing Jellyfish, we make the following contributions:
1) We present Jellyfish, a new DL inference serving system

for dynamic edge networks based on the idea of collective
DNN adaptation, aiming to achieve soft SLO guarantees.

2) We formulate the collective DNN adaptation problem
considering the latency constraints, and propose efficient
algorithms for dynamic client-DNN mapping, request batch-
ing, and DNN selection.

3) We design and implement a prototype for Jellyfish and
demonstrate its effectiveness by conducting extensive ex-
periments for popular video analytics inference tasks with
real-world network traces. Our results show that Jellyfish
can meet the SLO of inference requests around 99% of the
time while maintaining high accuracy.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

A. DL Inference Serving

Today, DL-based mobile and IoT applications like augmented
reality and intelligent personal assistants rely on deep neural
networks (DNNs) to complete inference tasks like object
detection and speech recognition [1], [3], [4]. A DNN consists
of multiple layers. To achieve high accuracy, DNNs employ an
increasing number of layers [6], [16], leading to unprecedented
computing demands for DNN execution. However, mobile and
IoT devices are typically resource-constrained, incapable of
completing DL-based inference on time with state-of-the-art
DNNs. Furthermore, battery life is usually a big concern for
these devices. Hence, DL inference tasks are often offloaded
to more powerful computing platforms such as edge servers
equipped with high-end GPUs and TPUs [1], [3].

DL inference serving on servers has been extensively studied
recently [9]–[12]. Applications based on DL inference typically
require some form of latency guarantee, often specified as a
service-level objective (SLO), to ensure the usefulness of the
inference result. For example, digital assistance like Amazon
Alexa dictates that the tail latency is constrained within 200–
300ms [17]. Current inference serving frameworks like Nexus
and Clockwork focus mainly on meeting SLOs via inference
request scheduling, leveraging the high predictability of DNN
execution time. However, most of these frameworks assume
that a fixed SLO is specified for the DNN execution part and
optimize only the inference serving time towards this SLO.
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Fig. 2: Network time for sending JPEG images with adaptive resolutions over
an LTE network (bandwidth shown in Fig. 10).

We argue that this is insufficient for inference serving at
the edge for mobile and IoT applications. Typically, inference
requests with input data (e.g., an image) issued by mobile or
IoT devices travel through a dynamic (wireless) network (e.g.,
WiFi or cellular) before they reach the edge server. As a result,
the time left for computing (i.e., inference serving) on the
server can experience significant variations due to the variable
network time caused by the variable network performance
(see Fig. 2). Consequently, the application SLO should be
defined end-to-end, including both the network and compute
time. Ideally, edge DL inference serving for mobile and IoT
applications should consider jointly the network and compute
parts in the pipeline and be adaptive to network dynamics.

B. Adaptation Techniques for Inference Serving Systems

DNN adaptation. The idea of DNN adaptation is to choose
between functionally-equivalent DNNs with different latency-
accuracy tradeoff profiles. Generally, this can be achieved by
two approaches: (1) DNN switching relies on a set of DNNs
optimized with different depths, widths, or numerical precision
offline [18], [19]. The idea has been applied in several DL
inference serving systems, such as ALERT [20], where the
DNN is switched continuously at runtime to meet latency,
accuracy, and energy constraints. (2) Dynamic DNNs enable
the partial execution of the DNN (e.g., a sub-network or early-
exit) at runtime depending on the changing input data content
or resource availability [21], [22]. Overall, DNN adaptation
techniques are agnostic to the variable network time, making
them, when applied alone, ineffective for end-to-end latency
SLO guarantees over a dynamic edge network.

Data adaptation. When the input data for the DNN has to be
transferred over a dynamic network [23], [24], data adaptation
(e.g., changing the image resolution) can be used to reduce the
input data size to avoid network bottlenecks (w.r.t. throughput),
at the cost of reduced inference accuracy. To illustrate the
power of data adaptation, we perform an experiment where
we stream JPEG images over a dynamic LTE network and
adapt the image resolution to ensure a stable throughput. Fig. 2
shows that data adaptation can help to smooth out the big
spikes in the network time for each image, but still, significant
variability can be observed. This shows that data adaptation,
while beneficial, is not enough on its own to deal with tight
end-to-end latency SLO requirements.
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Fig. 3: The extra network time spent when a client sends JPEG images at a
resolution larger than the input size of the DNN on the server under varying
bandwidth conditions (covering the bandwidth range of a real-world LTE
network). The resolution gap is defined as the chosen client-sending resolution
minus the resolution expected by the DNN on the server.

C. Limitations of Existing Approaches

We identify the following two major limitations of existing
approaches when used for inference serving with end-to-end
latency SLOs under highly dynamic edge networks.

Misaligned adaptation decisions. Existing works mostly
focus on either data or DNN adaptation [20], [21], [23],
[24]. When simply combined, they could produce misaligned
adaptation decisions, leading to suboptimal performance. For
example, when the network condition is good, input data
adaptation may choose a high resolution for the image data
that is sent over the network. However, if the DNN running
on the server expects a much lower resolution for its input due
to a low compute time budget, the received image has to be
downscaled before being served. This leads to resource waste
in terms of both network time and bandwidth. To quantify
this effect, Fig. 3 shows the extra network transmission time
due to misaligned adaptation decisions, where up to 150ms
of extra time is unnecessarily consumed simply for network
transmission when the chosen input data size is larger than the
input size of the chosen DNN. Conversely, if the chosen data
size is smaller than the input size of the chosen DNN, the data
has to be upscaled when reaching the server, which potentially
affects the DNN accuracy adversely [25]. To ensure the end-to-
end latency SLO, the decisions for the two adaptation strategies
need to be aligned.

Uncoordinated adaptations for multiple clients. Many
existing works on adaptive inference focus on a single-client
setup where the adaptation is applied to a single inference
pipeline [23], [24], [26], [27]. Although such a setup could
be simply replicated across multiple clients, we argue that
such a design would lead to poor resource efficiency, which is
detrimental to the resource-limited edge environment. Without
coordination among the adaptation for different clients, the
server would need to instantiate a large number of DNN
instances, each for a client and possibly in a different size.
Further, batching of inference requests from multiple clients
would be prohibited, leading to poor resource efficiency
especially when the inference request rate for each client is
low. To avoid these issues, the adaptations for multiple clients
need to be coordinated holistically.

None of the existing works are able to overcome these
limitations simultaneously [27], [28]. We argue that a collective
adaptation approach that holistically aligns and coordinates
DNN and data adaptation decisions for multiple clients is
required to address the aforementioned challenges.
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Fig. 4: An overview of the Jellyfish system architecture.

III. JELLYFISH DESIGN

Jellyfish’s primary goal is to serve all the inference requests
from multiple clients over the network and meet the request
deadlines as defined by their SLOs. In this section, we discuss
the architecture, general workflow, and main components of
Jellyfish, which work in tandem to achieve the goal.

A. Overview

An overview of the Jellyfish system architecture is shown in
Fig. 4. Jellyfish supports multiple clients simultaneously, and
its major components are located on the edge side. When the
clients 1 send the requests to the edge over the network, the
dispatcher component takes the client-DNN mapping from the
scheduler and 2 distributes the requests to workers running
the expected DNN. Each worker is a separate process (on one
or more edge servers) holding some GPU resources to 3 serve
inference requests with the batch size selected by the scheduler.
The worker manager 4 deploys DNNs (stored in the DNN zoo)
to the workers following the DNN selection decision by the
scheduler. The scheduler provides the intelligence of Jellyfish,
where it takes the latency-accuracy profiles from the DNN
zoo and the monitored information from the client daemon as
input, and 5 runs our scheduling algorithms periodically to
decide the client-DNN mapping, DNN selection (adaptation),
and batch size for each worker. The scheduler then 6 informs
all the clients about the input size of their mapped DNNs to
start sending new requests at that particular input size (i.e.,
data adaptation aligned with DNN adaptation).

While Jellyfish is an edge-centric inference serving system,
it requires some basic support (as daemons) from clients: (1)
a metadata exchange mechanism (piggy-backed on the normal
inference requests/responses) for sharing client side monitored
information including the inference request rate and estimated
network bandwidth, and the input size dictated by the client-
DNN mapping from the scheduler, (2) a request pre-processing
mechanism that adjusts the data to match the DNN input size
or to the maximum possible size when matching exactly the
DNN input size is impossible due to poor network conditions.

The end-to-end latency consists of two parts: network time
(request and response) and compute time on the edge (for
request dispatching and handling, request preprocessing if any,
queuing, and DNN execution).



B. System Components

Dispatcher. The dispatcher distributes inference requests
from clients to their respective workers. It first fetches the
client-DNN mapping from the scheduler and then redirects
the requests to the workers running the corresponding DNNs.
The dispatcher also handles all the connections to clients and
includes service endpoints to interact with the clients, e.g., to
(de)register clients in the system.

Worker. Each worker is statically allocated on one GPU
and maintains a local queue to buffer incoming requests. The
worker process batches requests (resizing them if needed) in
the queue and sends the request batches to the DNN deployed
on the GPU for execution. The worker also implements a
lazy dropping policy at the queue where requests that are too
late to be processed by the current DNN will be dropped
directly without further processing (similar to [10], [11]). We
exclusively employ GPUs for the DNN inference task analogous
to other serving systems [10], [11]. Our system and algorithms
equally apply to CPUs or other accelerators, provided that the
predictability and stability of inference latencies hold.

Worker manager. The worker manager is responsible for
deploying and adapting DNNs on the workers. Supplied with
the DNN selection decision made by the scheduler, the worker
manager fetches the DNN from the DNN zoo and loads the
DNN (moving from the host memory to the GPU memory) on
the GPU of the worker. The worker manager also instructs the
worker about the batch size to use with the deployed DNN.
Upon receiving new decisions from the scheduler, the worker
manager swaps out the current DNNs and loads the new DNNs.
However, swapping DNNs on the GPU can be time-consuming
and cause delays in DNN updates. To alleviate this issue, we
preload a set of DNNs that are neighboring (in input size) the
currently selected DNN (see §IV-D).

Scheduler. The scheduler provides the intelligence of the
system by making the adaptation decisions. The goal of the
scheduler is to maximize the overall accuracy while meeting
the latency SLOs for all clients. The scheduler continuously
collects and maintains the following information: client state
(i.e., request rate, SLO, and bandwidth estimation), edge state
(currently deployed DNNs and client-DNN mapping), and DNN
profiles from the DNN zoo. The scheduler then feeds such
information to a set of scheduling algorithms periodically (or
upon system state changes) to (re)generate decisions for DNN
selection, batch size, and client-DNN mapping. We layout the
detail of the scheduling algorithms in §IV.

DNN zoo. The DNN zoo keeps a set of DNNs with different
input sizes for the same DL inference task, enabling latency-
accuracy tradeoffs in DNN adaptation. To generate these DNNs
with varying architectures and input sizes, there exist several
techniques, such as bag of models [29], early-exit [30], and
neural architecture search [31]. We leverage the bag of models1

technique to select a list of pre-trained DNNs. We sort DNNs
in increasing order of their input sizes. After sorting, we expect

1A collection of functionally-equivalent DNNs with varying architectures
and latency-accuracy tradeoff profiles.

the accuracies of these DNNs to follow an increasing order;
otherwise, we simply remove the DNNs with lower accuracy
but a larger input size. We profile (and store) the latency and
accuracy of these DNNs for different batch sizes.

Client daemon. The client runs a daemon process to collect
local metadata (e.g., request rate, bandwidth estimation, and
SLO) to share with the scheduler on the edge. Upon the transfer
of each inference request, the client daemon estimates the
network bandwidth for that request. To this end, we can employ
the online network bandwidth estimation techniques used in
recent works [24], [26], [30], [32].

IV. SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS

In this section, we provide the formulation of the scheduling
problem and present our algorithm design.

A. Problem Formulation

Suppose the DNN zoo holds a set of diverse DNNs denoted
by M = {m1,m2, ...,mM}. Each DNN mj ∈M is associated
with profiles including inference latency lj(b), throughput
tj(b) = b/lj(b), and expected accuracy aj , where b ∈ [1...B] is
the batch size bounded by a given integer B. We enumerate the
DNNs in set M in the increasing order of the inference latency.
Similar to other works [20], [24], [33], we assume that a
smaller DNN (i.e., with smaller input size) has lower inference
latency, but also lower expected accuracy. The accuracy of
DNNs can be modeled as a non-decreasing function of the
DNN size [34]. The inference latency can be modeled as
an increasing function of the DNN size and the batch size.
When the batch size increases, the inference latency grows
sub-linearly, leading to increased throughput with diminishing
returns at larger batch sizes [35].

The set of workers performing DL inference is represented
by G = {g1, g2, ..., gK}. We assume each worker exclusively
occupies one GPU to run the DNN to serve inference requests.
More fine-grained GPU sharing mechanisms such as NVIDIA
multi-process service (MPS) or multi-instance GPU (MIG)
can also be employed [36], where each instance is treated
as a separate worker. The DNN execution time is highly
predictable [11], so we use DNN latency profiles obtained
offline for online latency prediction.

Suppose the system is serving a set of clients given by
C = {c1, c2, ..., cN}. Each of the clients ci generates inference
requests with input size si at rate λi. Both the set of clients and
the request rate can be time-varying; for the ease of expression,
we omit the time index in the notation. Each client will be
mapped to a worker on the edge side and inference requests
from this client are sent to that particular worker. The client
also specifies the SLO, i.e., the end-to-end inference latency,
as Oi. The network bandwidth at client ci is denoted by Wi,
which is estimated by the client daemon as discussed in §III-B.

The scheduling problem of Jellyfish aims to find the optimal
multiset of DNNs to be deployed on the workers, the client-
DNN mapping, and the batch size for each worker, so as to
maximize the expected accuracy of all served inference requests.
We introduce a binary decision variable xijk ∈ {0, 1} to denote



if a client ci is mapped to DNN mj deployed on worker gk and
an integer decision variable bk ∈ [1...B] to denote the batch
size for the selected DNN on worker gk. We also introduce an
auxiliary decision variable zkj ∈ {0, 1} denoting the selection
of DNN mj on worker gk. The scheduling problem can be
formulated with the following integer program:

(P1) max
{x,b}

∑
i,j,k aj · λi · xijk (1)

s.t.
∑

j,k xijk = 1, ∀i (2)∑
j zkj ≤ 1,∀k (3)

zkj ≥ xijk,∀i, j, k (4)∑
j,k xijk · 2lj(bk) ≤

∑
j,k xijk · Lij , ∀i (5)∑

i,j xijk · λi ≤
∑

j zkj · tj(bk), ∀k (6)

vars xijk, zkj ∈ {0, 1}, bk ∈ [1...B]

The aim is to maximize the overall accuracy by serving
requests with more accurate DNNs, given all requests are
served within their SLOs. Thus, Eq. (1) defines the overall
accuracy metric as the objective to maximize. Each client is
mapped to only one DNN and one worker as specified in
Eq. (2). Eq. (3) captures that at most one DNN is selected for
each worker. Eq. (4) guarantees that all clients are mapped to
the same and correct DNN when they are mapped to the same
worker. Eq. (5) enforces the latency constraint specified with
respect to the edge-side latency (compute) budget Lij when
mapping client ci to DNN mj . The latency budget can be
calculated as Oi − si/Wi (i.e., subtracting network time from
SLO). We cap the queueing delay for an inference request on
the edge side at the DNN execution time lj(bk) (representing
the worst case), which is also used in [10]. Thus, the latency
(compute) budget should be at least twice the DNN execution
time. Eq. (6) guarantees that the DNN mj on worker gk has
adequate throughput capacity to support the aggregate request
rate of all the mapped clients.

The above problem is hard to solve and existing solvers for
mixed-integer linear program (MILP) cannot handle it in rea-
sonable time (e.g., within a second). Our MILP implementation
of the problem in CPLEX takes around 20s to 15min time with
4 threads for finding the optimal solution for a representative
setup of 4 workers, 16 clients, and 16 DNNs with a maximum
batch size of 12. To handle the complexity, we propose to
tackle the problem by splitting it into two sub-problems: (1)
client-DNN mapping and (2) DNN selection. We optimize
each sub-problem iteratively to improve the overall accuracy
objective without violating the latency SLO constraint.

B. Client-DNN Mapping

We first discuss the client-DNN mapping problem, which
later serves as a building block for the DNN selection problem.
The goal is to map the set of clients to a given set of
DNN instances, optimizing the overall accuracy as defined
in Eq. (1). Our client-DNN mapping algorithm is based on the
key observation that the overall accuracy is maximized when
the larger DNNs (more accurate ones) are assigned with higher
aggregate request rates. We adopt a greedy approach where we
first find clients and map them to the largest DNN to ensure

Algorithm 1: Client-DNN Mapping

Function MapClients(clients, dnn models):
1: sort dnn models in descending order of their accuracies
2: map ← { }
3: for model in dnn models do

// break if clients is empty

4: clients′ ← FindOptimalClients(model, clients)
5: batch size ← model.checkAndAssign (clients′)
6: map.append (〈 model, clients′, batch size 〉)
7: clients ← clients − clients′

8: return map

Function FindOptimalClients(model = 〈lj , tj〉, clients):
9: sort clients in descending order of latency (compute) budget for model

10: dp mat ← NULL
11: best cell ← (0, 0), best value ← 0
12: h ← GCD of all possible client rates
13: for 〈Lij , λi〉 in clients do
14: Bi ← argmaxb (2lj(b) ≤ Lij)

// break if Bi = 0 as further clients are not satisfied
15: Ki ← floor(tj(Bi)/h)
16: if dp mat = NULL then
17: Alloc int array of size (|clients|+ 1, Ki + 1) with zeros
18: for k = 1 to Ki do
19: dp mat[i, k]← dp mat[i− 1, k]
20: wk ← k · h
21: if λi ≤ wk then
22: k′ ← (wk − λi)/h
23: v ← λi + dp mat[i− 1, k′]
24: if v > dp mat[i− 1, k] then
25: dp mat[i, k]← v
26: if v > best value then
27: best cell ← (i, k) , best value ← v

// Perform standard backtracing from (row, col) ← best cell
adding row into clients′ list

28: return clients′

the maximum possible aggregate request rate. Then, we repeat
the same for the remaining clients and DNNs in descending
order of DNN size (i.e., accuracy). The above process is listed
in the MapClients function in Algorithm 1.

Now, the problem becomes how to find a subset of clients
with the maximum possible request rate for a given DNN while
meeting the SLOs of all these clients that may have diverse
request rates and latency budgets. The key for solving this
problem is to decide what batch size to use for the DNN as
it dictates the maximum inference throughput. Using small
batch sizes reduces the throughput, thus limiting the aggregate
request rate; if we opt for large batch sizes to ensure enough
throughput, the inference latency increases, thus challenging
the SLOs of the assigned clients as specified in Eq. (5).

We observe that, given a fixed batch size, the client-DNN
mapping problem reduces to a standard 0-1 knapsack problem,
where we treat clients as items, the request rates of clients as
weights and values, and the maximum throughput of the DNN
for the given batch size as the knapsack capacity. The problem
can be solved by existing algorithms, but we still need to iterate
over all possible batch sizes, which is time-consuming.

Dynamic programming. We propose an efficient solution
based on dynamic programming (DP) to find the optimal client-
DNN mapping for a given DNN across all possible batch sizes
in one shot, as listed in function FindOptimalClients in
Algorithm 1. The idea is to enumerate all possible aggregate
request rates that can be assigned to the DNN up to a maximum
throughput value at the largest batch size possible and use them
as columns in the DP matrix, as depicted in Fig. 5. We then
recursively start computing the cell values (aggregate request
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Fig. 5: An illustrative example to show the DP-based algorithm.

rate) for each row representing clients in descending order of
their latency budget. For each client (row), we identify the
largest batch size for which the latency constraint is satisfied
and use it to identify the largest enumerated column in the DP
matrix (lines 13−15) up to which the cell values are computed,
and the remaining cell values are kept zero. Line 18−27 covers
the standard DP iteration for a row (client). Finally, we perform
a standard backtracing from the best cell (maximum aggregate
value) to find the optimal subset of clients.

Example. Fig. 5 illustrates a simple example of mapping
five clients to DNN mj . The DNN at batch size bj = 3
can satisfy the latency constraint of three clients, c1, c2 and
c3. Whereas at batch size bj = 2, the DNN can satisfy two
more clients, c4 and c5. At batch size bj = 3, the theoretical
throughput tj(3) of the DNN is 80 and all three clients with
aggregate request rate 40 can be assigned to this DNN mj .
Therefore, the optimal request rate assigned to the DNN at
batch size three is 40, denoted by λoptj (3). However, at batch
size bj = 2, the theoretical throughput tj(2) of the DNN is
60. Here, multiple subsets of clients are possible, e.g., one
subset is {c1, c2, c3, c5} and another is {c1, c2, c4, c5} with
aggregate request rate of 50 and 60, respectively. Therefore,
the optimal request rate assigned to the DNN at batch size
two is 60, denoted by λoptj (2). Finally, the optimal request
rate assigned to the DNN is max(λoptj (3), λoptj (2)), i.e., 60 at
batch size bj = 2 with clients {c1, c2, c4, c5}.

Optimality. For a specific DNN, the DP-based solution is
optimal. However, when mapping clients, multiple cells with
the maximum aggregate request rate may exist in the DP table.
We then choose the mapping randomly, and this might affect
the optimality of the overall solution. As shown in §VI-F, our
approach (together with DNN selection) is near-optimal.

Time complexity. In the worst case, the step size h (Line 12)
in DNN throughput enumeration is one, and therefore, the total
number of columns in the DP matrix is equal to the maximum
throughput in the DNN Zoo (tmax). The asymptotic complexity
for mapping clients to GPU workers becomes O(|G|·|C|·tmax),
where G and C are the set of workers and clients.

C. DNN Selection

Once the client-DNN mapping is in place, the next question
is how to select the optimal (multi-)set of DNNs, where the
size of the set is equal to the number of workers.

Algorithm 2: DNN Selection Based on SA
Data: Client-DNN mapping function MappingAlgo, clients list clients,

previous DNNs list previous models, initial temperature T0, min
temperature Tmin, temperature reduction ratio α

Result: near-optimal list of DNNs
1: best models ← previous models
2: best mapping ← MappingAlgo (clients, best models)
3: for mode in [DEGRADE,UPGRADE] do
4: T ← T0

5: mapping ← best mapping, dnn models ← best models
6: while not Stop(mapping,mode) and T > Tmin do
7: models′ ← NeighborsGenerator (dnn models, mode)
8: mapping′ ← MappingAlgo (clients, models′)
9: if Better(mapping′, best mapping,mode) then

10: best mapping ← mapping′, best models ← models′

11: diff ← mapping′.metric− mapping.metric
12: if diff > 0 or exp(−diff/T ) > rand(0, 1) then
13: mapping ← mapping′, dnn models ← models′

14: T ← T · α
15: return best models

Finding the optimal set from the large space of size(|M|+|G|−1
|G|

)
to serve multiple clients that have varying char-

acteristics like different SLOs, request rates, and network
conditions, is nearly impractical using an exhaustive search.
There are two criteria for optimality: (O1) the fraction of
the total number of clients that can be mapped to the selected
DNN set, (O2) the average accuracy improvement as defined in
Eq. (1). To compute these metrics, we use client-DNN mapping
(Algorithm 1) as a building block for every candidate DNN
set. The exhaustive search thus becomes even more expensive.

Simulated annealing. We choose to use simulated annealing
(SA) [15], a local search technique based on random walks that
avoid being stuck in local optima when exploring the solution
state space. SA accepts weak solutions with some probability
defined by a parameter named temperature T. The acceptance
probability is high initially due to the high temperature; it
decreases with the decrease of the temperature.

Algorithm 2 depicts our iterative SA algorithm that performs
collective DNN adaptation. We start the SA process by mapping
clients (using Algorithm 1) to some previous or initial set of
DNNs. In our implementation, the initial (i.e., bootstrap) set
of DNNs contains the smallest-size DNN instances from the
DNN zoo. Unlike in conventional SA, we have two modes
of operation, namely DEGRADE and UPGRADE. We first
start the DNN’s exploration in DEGRADE mode, meaning we
reduce the DNN size to generate the next state of neighboring
DNNs. This is to first serve the minimum number of clients,
for satisfying the optimality criteria O1. If we may repeat,
the degraded DNNs have lower latency and higher throughput,
therefore, improves the possibility of serving more clients. As
soon as O1 is satisfied, we switch the state (DNNs) exploration
to UPGRADE mode. Here, the idea is to select mainly the
larger DNNs to improve the accuracy objective (i.e., optimality
criteria O2) without violating O1.

Although the SA framework has been widely used, applying
them in practice is highly problem-specific due to a non-
standard approach of selecting the algorithm parameters such
as the neighbors’ generator function, acceptance probability,
stopping condition, etc. Details on how to determine the SA
parameters for DNN selection are provided in the appendix of
the full version of the paper [37].



D. DNN Update

Once the set of DNNs is selected for the current clients, the
DNNs must be loaded onto the workers. However, loading a
DNN on a GPU can incur a considerable time overhead due to
the launching of CUDA kernels, transfer of DNN parameters,
etc. To mitigate this issue, we prefetch DNNs on GPUs. More
specifically, we employ a prefetching technique based on the
nearest-neighbor policy where we pre-load DNNs neighboring
the currently loaded one. When a new set of DNNs is selected,
we order and match the new set to the old set such that the
distance between the enumerated DNNs is minimized, so as to
benefit most from prefetching. This problem is similar to the
well-known stable marriage problem, and we solve it by sorting
the old and new sets in decreasing order of the DNN size. We
then assign the workers running DNNs from the previous set
to the new DNNs in an element-by-element fashion.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

We implement a Jellyfish system prototype (around 4K
lines of Python code) using the Pytorch framework for DNN
inference on GPUs. We also provide simulation scripts to test
the performance of our scheduling algorithms for different
DNNs, clients, and GPU configurations. The source code is
publicly available at: https://github.com/vuhpdc/jellyfish.

Hardware setup. We carry out parts of our experiments on
a server equipped with an Intel Core i9-10980XE CPU (36
cores), 128GB DRAM, and two GPUs (NVIDIA RTX2080Ti),
running Ubuntu 18.04. We then use another server equipped
with an Intel Core i7-8700K CPU (12 cores) and 32GB DRAM
to emulate multiple clients, ensuring that compute, memory,
and network bandwidth are not the bottleneck. The original
bandwidth between these two servers is 1Gbps. We use the
Linux tc utility to control clients’ bandwidth and replay real-
world network traces. For large-scale experiments, we use AWS
instances to deploy the clients and GPU workers (see §VI-E).

Software details. We expose Jellyfish service APIs through
standard gRPC calls and use a bidirectional stream mechanism
to handle continuous request-response client streams. Currently,
the dispatcher module includes a multi-threaded gRPC server.
The scheduler module runs in a separate process at a periodic
interval of half a second unless specified explicitly. Each worker
runs two processes: one to receive requests and load DNNs and
the other as a DNN executor running with the highest priority.
The communication between processes on the same machine is
done through Python SimpleQueue (i.e., a Pipe) and PyZMQ
over TCP on the distributed server. For stable and deterministic
performance, we disable NVIDIA’s cuDNN optimisations and
control randomness with manual seed values [38]. For frame
(image) compression, we use a JPEG encoding scheme with a
high compression level to trade a slight degradation in analytics
accuracy for speed. Furthermore, we hold all DNNs in the
DNN zoo in memory to avoid disk IO overhead.

Placement of system components. On a stand-alone, multi-
GPU server, the dispatcher, scheduler, and each worker run
in their own processes on the same machine. Therefore, the
server should have sufficient download network bandwidth,
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enough CPU cores to run each process on dedicated cores,
sufficient DRAM to hold the DNN zoo and store incoming
requests (aggregate of all clients). On distributed servers, the
dispatcher and scheduler processes run on a front-end machine,
whereas workers run on separate machines where GPUs are
installed. The front-end machine should be a powerful server to
handle connections from multiple clients. The network between
front-end and worker machines should not be a bottleneck and
should have predictable dispatch latency.

Bandwidth estimation. We implement a separate acknowl-
edge mechanism for inference requests so that clients can
estimate their network bandwidth per request by measuring
the request input data size and the smoothed round-trip latency.
The scheduler then uses the harmonic mean (following prior
work [32]) of the client’s bandwidth over the past one second
as the estimated bandwidth for the client.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We perform extensive experiments for real-world scenarios
using object detection inference tasks. We demonstrate the
effectiveness of Jellyfish by answering the following questions:
Q1 Can Jellyfish fulfill its goal under variable network condi-

tions and diverse client characteristics?
Q2 How well does Jellyfish perform compared with other

DNN inference scheduling algorithms?
Q3 How well does Jellyfish perform on large-scale setups?

A. Methodology

DNN zoo. We employ a well-known pre-trained YOLOv4
DNN architecture [7] and use its Pytorch-YOLOv4 implemen-
tation [39] for the object detection task. Importantly, YOLOv4
supports different DNN input (frame) sizes by resizing the
network configuration and using the same weight parameters
across all resized networks. We choose 17 different DNN
configurations whose input sizes (in both dimensions) range
from 128 to 640 with a step size of 32, indexed from 0 to 16.
We discard the DNN of size 640 as it has lower accuracy than
size 608, but has higher latency for execution.

DNN profiles. We profile the DNNs (accuracy and latency)
using the COCO-val2017 image dataset [40] and use the
standard comparison metric called mean average precision
(mAP) to rank the DNNs. Fig. 6 shows the DNN profiles used
in the evaluation. From the throughput profile, we see that for
the majority of the DNNs, the curve starts plateauing at around
batch size 8. Furthermore, we use the 99th-percentile (P99)
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latency profile to keep SLO violations low. Unlike the average
latency profile, the P99 latency profile curve may not follow
the non-decreasing trend (as required in our algorithms) due
to high tail variations. Thus, our latency estimator adjusts the
values by conservatively allocating the higher latency values
of smaller DNNs to larger DNNs.

Video datasets. We evaluate our system on the vehicle
detection task on highways identifying classes such as “cars”,
“buses”, “motorbikes”, and “trucks”. Like in DDS [26], we
pick three publicly available 10min traffic videos (around 9K
frames each) at 720p resolution. We extract and replay video
frames at different frame rates to generate requests for clients.

Evaluation metrics. We evaluate the system using the
following performance metrics:
• Miss rate: The miss rate describes the fraction of frames

that have missed their SLOs or have been dropped early in
the pipeline due to SLO violations.

• Analytics accuracy: We use the F1 score (a harmonic mean
of precision and recall) with IoU (intersection over union) of
0.5 as a metric to quantify analytics accuracy. We exclude
missed frames as it is hard to quantify their impact on the
user application. Similar to DeepDecision [24] and DDS [26],
we use the detection results of the DNN whose input size is
equal to that of the original video as ground truth.

• Worker Utilization: The worker utilization is the fraction of
the total time during which workers are busy executing the
DNN inferences on GPUs.

B. End-to-End Performance

We first analyze the end-to-end performance of Jellyfish
under a synthetic network trace. Following AWStream [23],
we periodically set each client’s bandwidth to a value from the
ordered set {20, 15, 10, 7.5}Mbps and keep each value for 20
seconds. We test with {1, 2, 4, 8} concurrent clients and draw
their SLOs from the set of {75, 100, 150} milliseconds (ms)
and request rates from the set of {15, 25} FPS. The smallest
DNN in the DNN zoo has P99 latency of 23ms for batch size 1.
Thus, we have a lower limit of 75ms (instead of 50ms) in the
SLOs set for each client because the minimum time budget for
computing on the server must be 46ms (twice the latency of the
smallest DNN, see Eq. (5)). Next, we start clients sequentially
with a small random wait (in [1, 10]s) between two clients,
mimicking random client arrivals/departures and creating a
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random requests arrival pattern. The clients replay the same
network trace but start from random points to avoid a lock-
step behavior. We run each experiment for three iterations and
report the mean value. Note that mostly two parallel DNNs are
selected on two GPUs for serving clients at any given moment.

DNN adaptation. Fig. 7(bottom) depicts the estimated band-
width values close to the actual bandwidth limits, displaying the
accuracy of our bandwidth estimation. Fig. 7(top) illustrates
DNN selection decisions for each client in a setting with
two clients. It shows that larger DNNs are selected when the
bandwidth is higher and vice-versa, implying DNN adaptation.

Miss rate. Fig. 8(top) shows that the overall miss rate is less
than 1% for almost all settings. We make three observations:
(a) The miss rate for settings with 150ms SLO is the lowest due
to the high compute time budget available on the edge server.
(b) The miss rate is relatively high (1.153%) for the setting
with 100ms SLO, 15 FPS, and 8 clients. Here, the scheduler
often selects two DNNs: a small one with a moderate batch
size (e.g., DNN index 3 with batch size 3, throughput around
90 FPS) and a large one with a small batch size (e.g., DNN
index 9 with batch size 1, throughput around 32 FPS). Hence,
many clients (e.g., around 6 with an aggregate request rate of
90 FPS) are served by the small DNN. Thus, the small DNN is
heavily loaded and the requests served by this DNN are more
sensitive to the micro-bursts of requests created by nonuniform
request arrival. (c) The miss rate is unacceptable (15.427%)
for the setting with 75ms SLO, 25 FPS, and 8 clients, which
represents an overloaded situation. To support the aggregate
request rate of 200 FPS of 8 clients with 75ms SLO, the
scheduler must select the smallest DNN on each GPU with
batch size 4 (the DNN latency and throughput being 32ms and
124 FPS, respectively). That means the clients require a time
budget of at least 64ms for computing, which is impossible
when the client’s bandwidth is low (i.e., 7.5Mbps). Thus, the
scheduler often selects the batch size of 4 and 3 on each GPU,
with the total inference throughput being slightly lower than
the aggregate request rate, leaving one client unmapped to any
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of the DNNs. Overall, Jellyfish delivers an extremely low miss
rate (≤ 1%) when the system is not overloaded.

Analytics accuracy. Fig. 8(middle) shows the accuracy of
all settings. The settings with one or two clients have similar
accuracy since requests are served with similar DNNs. The
accuracy decreases when the aggregate request rate increases.
Here, the aggregate request rate can increase when the number
of clients or their frame rate increases. In this case, the
scheduler has to lower the DNNs sizes to support the higher
request rates. However, with larger SLOs, the scheduler can
select larger DNNs when possible. Consequently, the accuracy
at 150ms SLO for all settings is higher than that at 100ms or
75ms SLOs. Overall, for all settings, the accuracy achieved
by Jellyfish is much higher than that achieved by the smallest
DNN (i.e., the DNN likely to be deployed directly on client
devices), demonstrating the benefits of offloading inference
tasks to the edge server, albeit dynamic networks.

Worker utilization. Fig. 8(bottom) shows the aggregate
worker utilization ratio. The utilization is lower for settings
with fewer clients and lower FPS due to lower aggregate request
rates and larger arrival times between requests. Once the system
becomes more saturated with more clients and higher SLOs,
the utilization increases (up to 75%) because Jellyfish tends
to select larger batch sizes and DNNs, thus increasing the
compute usage. The experiment confirms that Jellyfish’s low
miss rates are not at the cost of reduced worker utilization.

End-to-end latency. Fig. 9 shows the end-to-end latency
CDF for all settings except for a setting with 1 client, which
performs similarly to the setting with 2 clients. We see that the
median latency increases for all clients when the SLO increases
as the scheduler selects larger DNNs. For example, the median
latency is 53.77ms with two clients, 15 FPS, and 100ms SLO,
whereas it is 84.62ms with 15 FPS and 150ms SLO. Although
the median latency is much lower (queuing time is assumed
equal to the DNN inference time), the P99 latency is close to
the SLO, especially for settings with many clients where the
queuing time is high. This confirms the importance of using
higher (e.g., P99) DNN latency profiles and the assumption of
worst-case queuing time for low miss rates.

In a nutshell, Jellyfish can fulfill the goal of delivering
low miss rates while maintaining high accuracy (Q1).

C. Comparison with the Baselines

Baseline. Inspired by Clockwork [11], we implement a
fine-grained baseline scheduler based on the earliest deadline
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first (EDF) policy. The idea is to deploy a static DNN on
all GPUs and schedule requests with the earliest deadline
without preemption on the next available GPU worker. Similar
to Clockwork, for batching requests adaptively, we maintain a
global priority queue per batch size where new requests are
added to every batch queue. The priority of a request in a
batch queue is determined by the earliest time to schedule the
request at the respective batch size. We then schedule requests
from each batch queue with a sufficient number of requests by
iterating through batch queues in the decreasing order of batch
size. The requests are dropped from the particular batch queue
when the time budget is insufficient for DNN execution. Here,
the system design and implementation are similar to our setup
except for the scheduling logic, as we focus our comparison
on scheduling algorithms. More importantly, our network time
estimation helps to compute the variable network time and the
variable compute time budget per request on the server, which
is then used as a deadline for the EDF policy.

Further, we enable data adaptation on clients. The adaptation
policy picks the maximum possible frame resolution below the
input size of the chosen DNN to maintain a stable network
throughput. This policy is similar to AWStream [23] (for the
frame resolution) and offers optimal adaptation because the
DNN accuracy is a monotonic function of the frame resolution
(see Fig. 6).

We compare Jellyfish with three variants of the baseline by
deploying the lowest (B L), middle (B M), and highest (B H)
DNNs in terms of accuracy (also size). Similar to §VI-B, we
test around 18 experimental settings with a combination of {2,
4, 8} concurrent clients, {75, 100, 150}ms SLO and {15, 25}
FPS. Along with a synthetic network trace, we also compare the
performance on two real-world network traces: a WiFi network
trace and a 4G/LTE downlink bandwidth trace [41] downscaled
by a factor of two to represent the uplink bandwidth [13].
Fig. 10(bottom) shows the estimated and actual bandwidth
values. Fig. 10(top) shows the DNN selection decisions for
one client under the two real-world network traces, indicating
that Jellyfish adapts quickly to bandwidth changes.

Results and discussion. Fig. 11 shows the performance of
Jellyfish against the baselines under three different network
traces. Jellyfish consistently has the overall miss rates below
1% for the synthetic and WiFi trace and below 1.5% for the
LTE trace except for one setting (75ms SLO, 25 FPS, and 8
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clients) where at least one client cannot be mapped to any DNN
(explained in §VI-B). Jellyfish achieves decent accuracy for
settings with large SLOs and low aggregate request rates under
the WiFi trace, on par with B H. This is because the bandwidth
values are generally high (median value 53.1Mbps) under WiFi,
leaving a large compute time budget on the server. For B L, the
network is never a bottleneck because the smallest frame size,
128 × 128 at 25 FPS, needs only 2Mbps bandwidth. Besides,
two B L instances can support the aggregate request rate in
all settings. Thus, the miss rates for B L are negligible but
at the cost of the lowest accuracy. B H is the worst in terms
of inference throughput and bandwidth requirement (26Mbps).
Hence, B H has the highest miss rate for almost all settings.

B M has better performance than other baselines but fails to
provide consistency like Jellyfish does for all settings. B M has
high miss rates in the following two cases: (a) Low SLOs and
low request rates: Clients need around 7Mbps to send frames
at the desired size (354×354) and 15 FPS. Clients do not face
any network bottleneck, especially under synthetic and WiFi
traces, and thus can always send frames at the desired size. Yet,
sending at the desired frame size results in significant network
time (up to 60ms), leaving a very small compute time budget
on the server, especially when the bandwidth drops below
10Mbps. Hence, the miss rates are around 40%, indicating the
necessity of aligning the data and DNN adaptation decisions.
On the other hand, clients sending at 25 FPS need about
11Mbps, and therefore, clients would lower frame sizes (data
adaptation) to maintain stable network throughput. Due to
the data adaptation, the network time is significantly reduced,
leaving enough compute time budget on the server for the
inference. (b) High aggregate request rates: The scheduler
has to increase the batch size to support many clients (or their
high aggregate frame rates), but at increased compute time,
which hurts settings without sufficient SLOs. Therefore, B M
has high miss rates for 4 and 8 clients with SLOs under 150ms.

Furthermore, as we consider the F1 score of only the
processed requests, the accuracy of B M and B H is higher
than Jellyfish in some settings but at the cost of extremely high
miss rates. Note that the gap in accuracy between Jellyfish and
baselines B M and B H decreases when the SLO increases as
the scheduler tends to select larger DNNs.

Heterogeneous clients. We also experiment with heteroge-
neous clients, i.e., clients with varying combinations of request
rates (FPS) and SLOs in one setting. Under the LTE trace,
the baseline B M has a miss rate of 11.78% for 4 clients and
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31.94% for 8 clients. In contrast, Jellyfish has a miss rate of
0.95% for 4 clients and 1.62% for 8 clients, in line with the
results in Fig. 11 for homogeneous clients. Similar results hold
for the synthetic and WiFi network traces (see Appendix C in
the full version [37]).

In summary, Jellyfish consistently outperforms baselines
in terms of miss rates and maximizes the accuracy when-
ever a larger compute time budget is available (Q2).

D. Performance of Joint Adaptation

In §VI-C, we see that the miss rates are significantly higher
for the baselines that do not perform DNN adaptation, even
when using data adaptation. We now investigate the impact
of joint adaptation, i.e., the combination of data and DNN
adaptation. To this end, we enable or disable the two system
adaptation components independently and analyze the impact
of each combination on the overall Jellyfish performance. For
the data adaptation, we further consider three scenarios for
which we provide modified implementations:
• No data adaptation (DAoff), i.e., simply streaming data from

clients at a predefined fixed size. Specifically, we choose
the input size of the middle DNN, i.e., 354 × 354, which
provides a good trade-off between bandwidth requirement
and accuracy. Here, the scheduler knows the data size and
treats it as a constant during DNN adaptation.

• Default data adaptation (DAbw) with typical network band-
width awareness to maintain stable network throughput [23].
Here, the current network condition is considered but
no knowledge about the DNN adaptation component is
provided. In this scenario, we have to statically allocate
some percentage of the end-to-end SLO as a compute time
budget for the DNN adaptation. For our experiments, we
choose 50% and 75% heuristically. We cannot allocate 25%
of SLO as a compute time budget because no DNNs are
feasible to execute for the 75ms and 100ms SLO settings.

• SLO-aware data adaptation (DAslo) that optimizes the data
adaptation strategy to also consider the network time budget.
Here, the data adaptation is aware that a part of the end-to-end
SLO has been statically allocated for the DNN adaptation.
Hence, it attempts to deliver the data to the server in the
remaining time to achieve low miss rates considering the
network time budget in addition to the current network
bandwidth.
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Similar to §VI-B, we use 18 experimental settings on synthetic
network trace for performance comparison.

Results and discussion. We show the results in Fig. 12. (a)
For no data adaptation (DAoff), the miss rates are extremely
high in almost all settings as expected. (b) For default data
adaptation (DAbw), the miss rates are lower than DAoff for
settings with higher SLOs. However, compared to Jellyfish,
DAbw still has higher miss rates and lower accuracy, especially
for settings with lower SLOs (75ms and 100ms). Note that
when the compute time budget is 50% of the SLO, no DNN is
selected for the 75ms SLO which results in a 100% miss rate.
(c) For SLO-aware data adaptation (DAslo), the miss rates are
comparable to Jellyfish, but the accuracy is significantly lower
for a compute time budget of 50% of the end-to-end SLO
(CB50%). The accuracy of DAslo is on par with Jellyfish for a
compute time budget of 75% of the SLO (CB75%). In the case of
DAslo and CB75%, the frames are streamed at a lower resolution
(due to a low network time budget) and upscaled on the server
for serving with bigger DNNs. While the task we consider in
the experiments (vehicle detection) is not obviously sensitive
to quality degradation from frame upscaling, that behaviour
may not hold for other tasks (e.g., semantic segmentation),
DNN architectures, and data content [25]. Furthermore, the
accuracy depends on the manual selection of a static budget
allocation (50% or 75%) between data and DNN adaptation,
and the optimal value can be hard to decide in practice.
Jellyfish automatically and dynamically allocates the time
budget between data and DNN adaptation.

In summary, joint adaptation is crucial for achieving low miss
rates with optimal accuracy—Jellyfish’s dynamic allocation
of time budget between data and DNN adaptation and
alignment of adaptation decisions allow for a consistently
high performance without manual system configurations.

E. Large-Scale Setup

We also evaluate Jellyfish on a large-scale distributed
cloud setup. Specifically, we run the dispatcher on an AWS
compute instance c5.9xlarge, 8 workers on 8 g4dn.2xlarge
instances equipped with T4 NVIDIA GPUs and 8 t3.2xlarge
instances to emulate up to 32 clients. Here, we test Jellyfish
with varying numbers of clients for {100, 150}ms SLOs and
15 FPS on the LTE trace. We choose an FPS of 15 to support
a large number of clients without introducing a throughput
bottleneck on the server and to offer enough leeway for DNN
adaptation. The latency profile patterns remain proportional
to the one in Fig. 6. We use only the smallest ten DNNs
since larger DNNs have much lower throughput, making them
inefficient in this setup. Note that T4 GPUs have a low power
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Fig. 14: Performance of Jellyfish scheduler for varying #GPUs and #clients.
Here, the #clients is a product of Clients Scale Factor (x-axis) and #GPUs.

limit of 70W. Therefore, even after fixing the clock values,
power throttling leads to rather unstable inference timings,
which can negatively affect the performance of Jellyfish.

Fig. 13 shows that the miss rates are less than 1.73% for
an SLO of 150ms and 3% for 100ms. For 100ms SLO and 32
clients, the scheduler selects relatively smaller DNNs than 24
clients to support the aggregate request rate (480 FPS). The
scheduler may then assign many clients to the smaller DNNs.
As mentioned in §VI-B, many clients assigned to the same
DNN might distort the uniformity of the request arrival pattern
and thus lead to increased request misses when the inference
timings are unstable. However, the miss rate improves with the
increase of the SLO (e.g., 150ms), due to increased compute
time budget that can mask the unstable timings. We observe
no particular trend in the miss rate when the number of clients
increases as the miss rate depends on the complex dynamics of
client characteristics and DNN performance profiles. Overall,
Jellyfish achieves miss rates within the acceptable range
(1− 3%), even on a large-scale setup (Q3).

F. Scheduler Performance
We evaluate the Jellyfish scheduler performance through

simulations, comparing it with the optimal MILP algorithm.
We run the algorithms with multiple settings spanning {2, 4, 8,
16} GPUs and the number of clients with a factor of {4, 6, 8,
10} times the number of GPUs. Each client randomly draws
its request rate from {10, 15, 25} and SLO from {75, 100,
150}ms and its bandwidth is chosen uniformly at random from
the interval [7.5, 50) Mbps. We use the same DNN profiles
as depicted in Fig. 6. We run around 100 problem instances
for each setting. The solution quality of each algorithm is
measured by the accuracy objective defined in Eq. 1. We then
use the approximation ratio between our algorithm and the
MILP algorithm as a comparative metric.

Approximation ratio. Fig. 14a shows the mean approxi-
mation ratio for 2 and 4 GPUs. The MILP algorithm could
not return enough optimal solutions for settings with {8, 16}
GPUs and 40 clients on 4 GPUs, even after specifying the
time limit of 30 minutes for each problem instance. It can be
observed that our scheduling algorithm is near-optimal, with
an approximation ratio ranging from 0.966 to 0.996.

Execution time. As depicted in Fig. 14b, our naive Python
implementation of the Jellyfish scheduler has a sub-second
execution time for up to 8 GPUs and clients scale factor of 6.
With the increase of the GPUs and the clients scale factor, the



execution time increases almost linearly. Overall, it is practical
to run our scheduler at a high frequency for handling high
network dynamics in typical edge scenarios.

G. DNN Prefetching Performance

We also analyze the effectiveness of the DNN prefetching
strategy. We consider the same settings under the two
real-world network traces, where DNNs must be adapted more
often to handle frequently changing bandwidth. In this case,
the DNN hit ratio is around 92.37% when five DNNs (out
of 16) and 83.61% when only three DNNs are prefetched at
a time. On our setup, such a hit ratio translates to a maximum
gain of 3% in processing requests precisely with the newly
selected DNN. The gain is not high due to the minimal cost of
moving DNNs on our GPU setup (150-200ms). However, we
anticipate the gain to be substantial for large state-of-the-art
DNNs. The high hit ratio confirms the effectiveness of the
nearest-neighbor prefetching and our DNN update method.

VII. RELATED WORK

Adaptive video analytics systems. Recent works such as
VideoStorm [42], AWStream [23], Chameleon [43], DeepDeci-
sion [24], JCAB [34], DDS [26], and SPINN [30] have pro-
posed adaptive solutions for networked video analytics. Their
main goal is to schedule bandwidth efficiently or save energy
by means of trading accuracy for resource efficiency. However,
meeting latency SLOs in an end-to-end fashion has not been
the main goal or even considered. Data adaptation is applied
in DeepDecision and JCAB, with theoretical frameworks for
adapting input video configurations (such as frame resolution
and rate). Although JCAB considers a multi-client scenario
(despite simulation-based evaluation), none of them consider
the multi-client, multi-GPU serving scenario for a holistic DNN
adaptation. The problem of resource allocation and workload
partitioning between multiple clients (smart cameras) and an
edge cluster in video surveillance systems has been addressed
by Distream [44]. Unlike Jellyfish, however, Distream does not
account for variable edge network conditions and millisecond-
level SLOs, thus limiting its applicability for the highly dynamic
scenarios we consider in this paper.

Inference serving systems. Clipper [9] provides an easy-to-
use abstraction layer for low-level deep learning frameworks.
Nexus [10] aims to optimize serving throughput without SLO vi-
olations. Clockwork [11] leverages the predictable performance
of the DNNs, considers the SLO guarantees on the server, and
maps requests to the desired model, but does not utilize DNN
adaptation. Inferline [45], Llama [46], and FA2 [47] optimize
the serving of complex DNN pipelines. INFaas [12] automates
the hardware and model-variant selection and deployment
through managed services. Model-Switching [33] proposes
to scale DNNs (up and down) instead of scaling resources in
the case of fluctuating workload. None of these cloud-based
solutions consider the impact of the dynamic edge network on
the end-to-end latency. These serving systems do not consider
the client conditions and perform client data adaptation to
reduce network transmission time and effectively increase the

compute time budget on the server-side. Further, since many of
these serving systems are designed for different objectives (e.g.,
resource optimization), it is non-trivial to incorporate network
variation, data/DNN adaptation dependencies, and collective
adaptation in them without fundamental changes.

While enterprise-grade serving systems such as TensorFlow
Serving [48], Torch Serve [49], and Triton Inference Server [50]
support best-effort inference batching, they do not have latency
guarantees as a first-class service feature, let alone considering
client network conditions. Integrating our scheduler logic
into these systems is an interesting direction for future work.
Jellyfish bridges the gap between adaptive video analytics
systems and inference serving systems.

Joint adaptation. Recent works have also argued for joint
data and DNN adaptation. However, they either focus on a
single-client setup [27] or optimize resources with relatively
lenient latency constraints (i.e., 1–5s) [28]. In contrast, Jellyfish
maximizes inference accuracy with millisecond-level latency
SLO targets given a highly dynamic network.

VIII. DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS

Request rate adaptation. Similar to Chameleon [43] and
DeepDecision [24], Jellyfish does not adapt the request (frame)
rate and we consider it as future work. The plan is to decouple
the request rate adaptation decision from the server-side
scheduling and leave the decision up to the client. Such an
approach may help with Jellyfish scalability.

Predictability. Generally, we assume that DNN inference
latency is predictable and invariably remains stable. Yet, in
practice, especially on commodity hardware and software, it is
hard to maintain stable performance without having a detailed
understanding of the system’s internals. We expect the service
providers to tune the system in favor of stability than speed.

Latency budget estimation. Our latency (compute) budget
estimation currently depends on predicting accurately the
client’s bandwidth and the data size of the video frames. With
image encoding such as JPEG and PNG, the compressed size
depends on the changing content of the image, which affects
the estimation of network time. We plan to explore the more
advanced bandwidth estimation techniques and frame/video
compression scheme with a constant compression ratio.

IX. CONCLUSION

Jellyfish is an edge-centric DL inference serving system that
provides soft guarantees for end-to-end latency SLOs specified
over the variable network transmission and DNN inference
time. Jellyfish employs efficient algorithms for client-DNN
mapping and DNN selection, enabling collective system
adaptation by aligning data and DNN adaptation decisions
and coordinating adaptation decisions for multiple clients. Our
evaluation based on a system prototype with real inference
tasks and real-world network traces confirms that Jellyfish
consistently achieves extremely low latency SLO violations
while maintaining high accuracy.
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